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Degree of difficulty

Instruction DECORATIVE BOTTLE COVERS

Instruction DECORATIVE BOTTLE COVERS

Materials from Gütermann
per cover:
Sew-all thread in a matching shade
QQ Cotton fabric 145 cm wide,
Collection SUMMER LOFT:
QQ Ornament fabric remnants in light green or
rose pattern in blue and white or flower in
blue and white,
QQ Bias binding in a matching shade
QQ Satin or corded ribbon

In addition
Net lace remnant, approx. 25 x 60 cm,
Approx. 30 x 40 cm iron-on volume
fleece H 630,
QQ Any size of bottle

Tools
Sewing machine
Iron
QQ Scissors
QQ Hand gauge
QQ Tape measure
QQ Pins
QQ Tailor’s chalk or fabric pen

QQ

QQ

QQ

QQ

QQ

QQ

Cutting
Cotton fabric: 1 x bottle circumference +2 cm x double height of the cover
Net lace: 2 x 25 cm each x bottle circumference
QQ Volume fleece: 1 x bottle circumference + 2 cm x height of the cover
QQ Cut all pieces with 1 cm seam allowance
QQ
QQ

1. Fold the fabric for the cover crosswise with the wrong sides facing.

Iron the fold (iron fold = upper edge of cover) and open again. Lay the volume
fleece on the wrong side of the fabric and push the fleece to the iron fold. Iron
the volume fleece on in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

2. Lay two layers of lace net on top of one another and mark the centre

line with pins. Lay this centre line over the ironed fold in the cover. Attach the
layers of lace net along the iron fold with the pins. Now stitch along the iron
fold, leaving 1 cm open at the beginning and end of the seam.

3. Fold the cover material along the long edges with the right sides
together. Pin the edges together and push the lace net away from the seam
on the inside as this should not be sewn in (you can pin the folded lace net
to the middle of the fabric so that it does not slip into the seam). Now sew
the long seam on the cover. Iron the seam and turn the tube the right way
out. Push the tube without iron-on volume fleece to the inside of the tube
until the edges of the fabric are open at the lower edge with the wrong sides
of the fabric on the inside. The inner and outer seam on the tube should be
directly above one another. Pull the lace net upwards away from the attachment seam.

4. Cut the bias binding in the desired colour to the circumference of the
cover + 2 cm. Fold the bias binding with the right sides together and iron
the edge well. Slide the folded bias binding over the open edges of the cover.
Pin all the way around and fold the end of the binding inwards to a width of
1 cm. Sew the bias binding close to the edge through all layers from the right
side. Push the cover over the bottle and tie the satin ribbon over the net lace
around the neck of the bottle.
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